FAQ FIBERDAYS21 – 17 and 18 March, 2021
Was the FIBERDAYS20 fair cancelled?
-

No, instead of the FIBERDAYS20 it will be a FIBERWEEK20 from 12th to 16th October 2020 in
the form of a virtual fair.
Would you like to book a virtual booth? Then feel free to contact us and we will send you the
registration form with all options:
Lydia Heinen, heinen@brekoverband.de, 0228 24999-76
Nico Walter, walter@brekoverband.de, 0228 24999-83
Are you interested in the FIBERWEEK (concept, an English version will follow soon) and would
you like to book a virtual booth? Feel free to contact us. We will then send you a registration
form.

Will the tickets for FIBERDAYS20 remain valid for FIBERDAYS21?
-

Yes. You will receive a new ticket with the alternative date by e-mail by default shortly.

Can I revoke my cancellation for the original date of the FIBERDAYS20?
-

We have revoked all cancellations for the FIBERDAYS20 and will e-mail your new tickets for
the FIBERDAYS21 by default. You can return them free of charge.

Will exhibitor bookings from the FIBERDAYS20 remain valid for the FIBERDAYS21?
-

Yes. Please tick the "Yes" box in the e-mail sent to you, click on "Reply" and simply send this
e-mail back to us.
All additional bookings, such as tickets for the networking night, seminar reservations and
booth equipment will remain valid.

As exhibitor, can I change my bookings from FIBERDAYS20 to FIBERDAYS21?
-

The existing bookings will remain valid. Additional bookings will soon be possible again via
the exhibitor portal. New booth configurations are unfortunately no longer possible free of
charge.
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Will the exhibitor portal be activated again?
-

The exhibitor portal will be reactivated shortly. Your login data will remain valid.

Can I continue to use the trade fair app?
-

You can continue to use the trade fair app for push messages, for information about the
current programme, and for updating profiles.

Will the logistical conditions remain the same (e.g. time schedule, times for rigging up and taking
down the booth, location, networking night, bus shuttle)?
Yes. The logistical conditions remain basically the same. Only the date is changed.

Is it possible to book exhibition space for the new date in March 2021, 17 and 18?
-

Yes. Due to the high demand we have decided to increase the exhibition space. You can
obtain information from Lydia Heinen at heinen@brekoverband.de

Will the BREKO Annual Meeting and General Meeting take place on November 3, 2020 in Berlin as
planned?
- The general meeting will take place on October 14, 2020 in a virtual format. Detailed information
will follow.
- The annual conference will take place in Berlin in January 2021. We cannot conclusively say
whether this is physically possible or in parts. Alternatively, depending on the Corona location, we
would then contact you early regarding a virtual format.
Whom can I contact if I have further questions?
-

If you have any further questions, please contact
Lydia Heinen, heinen@brekoverband.de, +49 228 24999-76
Nico Walter, walter@brekoverband.de, +49 228 24999-83
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